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Healthcare
Economist who
developed innovat ive model to
combat wor m
infestat ion was
recently in Nairobi
for fresh partnership talks with the
mi istries of Ed ucation and Agricult ure on how to
en.. ure t hat chi ldren benefit from
simple but scal1
able in novation
t hat can impro e
their per for ma ce
in school

B Y MBUG UA N G ' ANG '

s learners settle in ti r the
first term of the ne academic year, it is the ream
of every par.ent that their
child will be the bes,t performer in cl ass, an that
once they are done with their
edu ation , they will secure
well ayingjobs.
Th t dream is especially vivid
for! o r parents, because their
chil ' en are their hope o ~ over<;_o
g poverty. What they may
not e aware of, however, is that
the~may be an unseen impedime t to their children's.snccess
ins ool - worm infestatio~.
GI bally, 868 million chi,ldren
are t risk of being infected with
wor s. Sadly, majority of them
co e from poor familie~ . This
put them in double jeopardy.
Firs , they are likely to go undiagn sed, which means they are
at r" k ofliving with the worms
·~
eir bellies for years. Secondly, e en if the problem was identheir parents are too poor
to ord medication. And here
is w ere the real U-agedy lies becau e worms can remain in the
tu my for upto seven years.
Th means,if a child gets worms
whi e in Grade One,he or she will
still ave them in Grade Seven.
R earch has shown that child.re with worms have d"fficulties con cent rating in c~
l ss. In
poor and rural areas, t is can
IJlean that they will also r utinely attract the wrath of the· teachers.In the worst cases,the might
actually be too weak or oo fatigued to go to school.
For every day they miss chool,
their dream of advancinf their
education - and getting good
job in future - diminishes So is it
(!ll lost for such children?
This is where experts · ·e Prof
Michael Kremer and Dr lfred
Luoba (now deceased) c m e in.
While he was working · western Kenya, Prof Kremer,
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A child re ceives an
oral polio
vaccine
during a
campaign
that
included
deworm ingand
vit amin A
supplementation
for primary school
children in
Kajiado in
2018. FILE
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Parasite lost: How
deworming gives
children bright future
omist, conducted a study on the
impact of deworming on th e
lives of children. For about twenty years, he and his team investigated various outcomes, from
ability to attend school and concentrate in class to how deworming impacted incomes once U1ose
children eventually grew up and
started working.
They found that once children
are dewormed, their weight increases by an average of 0.3kg.
This is significant, especially
in nursery and lower primary
school.It means that a child who
looked smaller compared to his
classmates or friends suddenly
tarts looking as big as the others. This is likely to have a big im-

Prof Michael Kremer
is a professor of Economics at the University of
Chicago and director of
the Development Innovation Lab.
He jointly won the Nobel
Prize for Economics in
2019 for the work he had
done in reducing poverty and improving educa tion outcomes in weste rn
Kenya.
He has worked with the
Kenyan government on
different health, education, wat er and agriculture programmes for over
20years.

pact, inclu ding being invited to
play with others who no longer
see such a child as small or weak.
Another trial that Prof Kremer
and Dr Luoba conducted demonstrated that children who received deworming tablets had a
25 per cent reduction in school
absenteeism compared to their
counterparts who missed out on
the treatment.
This is a significant gain in several ways. It implies that a child
who has been dewormed is more
likely to enjoy improved nutrition. And with a full tummy, a
dewormed child is more likely
to run to school, stay focused in
class and active in activities such
as sports.
Th e findi ngs become even
more interes ting, especially
when one considers that worm
infestation can be transmitted
from one person to another.
In one ofhis studies,ProfKremer found that in families with
m ore than one child, the youngest ch ildren benefited wh en
their older siblings got deworming m edicine. That, by inferen ce,
is becau se the deworm ed children have a lower risk of transmitting the infection to their
younger siblings.
But that was not th e biggest
gain for the young ones. When
the siblings of deworm ed children eventually started attending school, they registered what
Prof Kremer calls "significant cognitive gains comparable to between 0.5 and 0.8 years of schooling".
That implies they were brighter in class compared to their

classmates. In simple terms, one
would think they had been in
school six to nine months longer
than th eir peers - there was
nothing to stop them from becoming number one even if they
themselves had not been given
deworming medicine.They were
just enjoying the benefits of their
older siblings being dewormed.
"Evidence can influence innovation,"says Prof Kremer.
After seeing the results of his
studies, Prof Kremer decided to
approach the ministries of Education and Health so that they
could spread the benefits of his
research fiTidings to more children. That was how the National School Based Deworming
(NSBD) programme was b orn
in 2009 with the support of Deworm the World, a non-governmental organisation.
Cost-effective
Together, the new partners approach ed institution s like th e
World Bank and the Children's
Investment Fund Foundation to
support a nationwide deworming campaign . Th e id ea was
based on the understanding that
some parents were too poor to afford the medication.
It was also informed by the fact
that offering the medicines on a
large scale would be more cost-effective, first because it would reduce the cost of procuring and
distributing the medicines and
second, because deworming in
schools meant the campaign
would reach a large number of
children.
Today, the programme is in its

third five -year p h ase and has
reached over six million children
in different parts of the country.
What is more, it costs about $0.50
(about Sh50) to ensure that each
child gets the tablet that could
transform their lives even in
adulthood.
As a result of the programme,
worm infestation h as gone down
by 62 per cent in 27 counties
across Kenya. It has also led to a
99 per cent reduction in schistosomiasis, also called bilharzia or
snail fever, which is common in
areas that are prone to floods, or
have water masses such as rivers, or where irrigation farming
is common.
"I am interested in real world
impact and in solutions that are
inexpensive,"says Prof Kremer.
Today, Evidence Action, an organisation that Prof Kremer
helped to found, has replicated
this programm e in Nigeria, Ethiopia, India and Pakistan. In 2019
alone, 280 million children were
given free deworming medicine
in these five countries, including Kenya. In India, which has a
strong drugs manufacturing industry, the cost of ensuring that
the tablets reaches children is as
low as Sh5 per child.
As a result of Prof Kremer's
work, over one billion treatments
h ave been delivered to children
globally since 2014.
Twenty years after the programme started, an independent group of researchers followed
up on the children who had benefited from it and found something that should make all of us
stop and ponder. The incomes of
those who had been dewormed
as children were 13 per cent higher than those of their counterparts who had not. This implies
that for every Sh1,ooo they were
earning, those who had been dewo rmed were making Sh 130
more.
This explains why the economist is a firm believer that evi1
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dence inspires innovations that
offer practical solutions that
have a big impact even if they
start out small.
For instance, his other research
findings nave inspired another
innovation in water purification.
Known as the Dispensers for Safe
Water programme, this innovation has already benefited over
two million people in Kenya.And
it is based on a simple observation ofhuman behaviour.
When women - who traditionally fetch water for fanlliy use were asked to put chlorine tablets in water in their jerrycans at
home, they found this cumbersome.They had to wait for the table to dissolve and had to shake
theirjerrycans for the chlorine to
be evenly distributed. This took
time and effort, yet, the women
wanted to use the water as soon
as they got home. What to do?

~~!~:eJi~~~~~t~~ :~ ~;
pense the chlorine at the point
where the women fetch the water,be it a river, dam or well.
"By the time they get home, the
water is ready for use,"he says.
The mechanics of it is so simple
it is unbelievable. In the process
of carrying the water on their
heads or backs, or rolling thejerrycans, the chlorine is evenly distributed and the water is ready
for use the moment it gets home.
Again, this innovation has been
replicated in Uganda and Malawi.
Nobel Prize
In 2019, the work that Prof
Kremer had carried out in Kenya led the Nobel committee to
award him the Nob el Memorial
Prize in Economit Sciences, officially known as the Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic Scienc- (A
es in Memory of Alfred Nobel. .. '
He was a joint winner with Abhijit Banerjee and his wife Esther
Duflo,both professors at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). The three, who had
worked together in some of their
research, were awarded for their
experimental approach to alleviating global poverty.
"In just two decades, their new
experiment-based approach has
transformed development economics, which is now a flourishing field of research,"the committee said in its citation, in which it
noted that every year,around five
million children under the age of
five still die of diseases that could
h ave been prevented or cured
with inexpensive treatments.
The committee said the three
had introduced "a new approach
to obtaining reliable answers
about the best ways to fight global poverty. In brief, it involves di- .,,
viding this issue into smaller ' ~q,
more manageable, questions, for '
example,the most effective inter- l
ventions for improving educational outcomes or child health."
"They have shown that these
smaller, more precise, questions
are often best answered via carefully design ed experimen ts
among the people who are most
affected."
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